GETTING IT,
THEN GETTING
ALONG
By L. Reynolds Andiric
Getting It, then Getting Along, by author L. Reynolds
Andiric is a treatise of the world’s five major religions
explained in ordinary terms. This book is written with
an eye toward resolving conflict and misunderstanding
as well as fostering collaborative attitudes. In addition
to providing explanations about the origins, beliefs,
and practices of the five major religions (Christianity,
Judaism, Hinduism, Islam, and Buddhism) the author also
suggests practices to develop tolerance and respect for
others’ beliefs.

•

Getting It, then Getting Along will help
your audience gain compassion and
tolerance for religious differences.

•

The principles shared in Getting It, then
Getting Along also work well for other
areas of conflict. Think! Political views.
Racial problems. Gender problems
and more.

•

Getting It, then Getting Along provides
a fresh look at the golden rule: “Do unto
others as you would have them do unto
you” is at the heart of most religions. If
we apply it, we would all get along better.
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Goodreads Five-Star Book Review Excerpt
A focus of the book (Getting It, then Getting Along) is to promote compassionate behavior when dealing with
differences with an outlook that our variances can be advantageous and may, in fact, allow for resolution of some
of the planet’s most worrisome concerns.... The book further emphasizes that change begins with each individual
and one by one as more tolerance, more respect and greater compassion toward others occurs;
our world will become a kinder, gentler place. http://bit.ly/AndiricGettingAlongbookreview
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